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About This Game

Create a mortal race to worship you and grow your strength. Guide them in their daily lives and help them grow. The power you
collect will grow your mind and body. Dabble in the affairs of other gods or seek to destroy them and steal their power.

The Aether: Life as a God is a 60,000 word interactive fantasy novel by A. Reddwolf, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

 Create a custom mortal race.

 Engage in mortal affairs.

 Travel the Aether and steal power from lesser beings.

 Dabble in political affairs at The Court of Gods.

 Battle other gods in epic one one one conflicts.
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 Complete unique quests and events with impactful outcomes.
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Bad port. Don't buy unless you REALLY want to play some bad resolution single player/local Guilty Gear.. Hamilton's Great
Adventure is a great balanced adv/puzzler. You run around with Hamilton, and the bird Sasha helps out with collecting special
abilities, reaching levers and acts as a decoy. The quests gets trickier and trickier. I have only played the first world yet, but I am
having a lot of fun. Mibibli's queat is an amazing, retro style action platformer that has little bits you'll remember and love, big
chunks of brand new insanity, and a whole lot of Mibibli. If you want a game, this is a game. Play it.. Very short, easy game;
finished it in less than 1 1\/2 hours. Weird graphics, a picture with an animated character that really did not match at all.. im
gonna recomend this game just becuase its a good game that ive played for hours on end (ps2) except its pretty hard to beat the
first due to glitches i dont know if its just my computer or just because its ment to be played on a console but its still a great
game that you should buy on a ps2 or some♥♥♥♥♥♥

10/10 would play again
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Very tricky to get running on modern systems. It shouldn't be sold in this state.. Controls are just making game unplayable. I
have 2 monitors and unfortunately full screen mode is trying to show the game in both screens etc. I am a guy that wants to
spend time on game instead of fix \/ workarounds.. While the game has interesting premise, it's so far the most disappointing
purchase this year. Unfortunately I got the game on Itch and I'm not able to get a refund.

In terms of a game there isn't any here. It feels and looks like a jam game rather than product people should buy. As a student
you get some assignments to make but the result could be judged on random with the exactly same outcome - either if you fulfill
the assignment goal or not. If there is an actual "neural network" judging anything - hard to tell, and it doesn't matter. I was
hoping my "artwork" will be compare against what other players have done. Something like Google Draw (or was it Quick
Draw?) did. It was much more fun than this game is.

Other than that there is a clunky, buggy and empty "open world" section where you can search for different drawing/painting
tools. Moving around and camera is barely working, you can jump into an infinity just while pressing space while jumping.

It's good to get a laugh for few minutes, but in my opinion it's not a product worth it's price.

. I bought this on a whim because a friend told me to buy it. Hands down one of my favorite games to stream and unwind with.
There is so much to do in the game and each person can take different strategies in order to win. Now I just want more to be
added to the game. Larger maps with more locations with an option that lets the host pick the amount of turns they want to run.
Very highly recommend this game for the low price. Can't wait to see what Porcelain Fortress brings to the table next. High
hopes!. gt; draws heavy inspiration from hits such as Rogue Legacy, Risk of Rain, and Magicite.

I'd venture to say some hattips to NT and Terraria and Doom in there as well.

I don't know the depth of the content available or planned, but people who want Dungreed in space with guns, this might scratch
their itch, especially for the price.

Biggest issue I've seen so far is the bosses are WAY too easy.

The hat gambling is pretty cool though.. At this new discounted price, sure, I would recommend it. It's mostly 10-12 hours of
decent strategy, though, given the low resource feature of the game, they could have worked a little more on AI, game
mechanics and in game depth. A good step up from old Lords of Midnight though.. I loved the first, I loved the sequel... Im not
sure if I can say I like two more but its worth the buy even if it was a little pricey. I love ur work guys. If you decide to make an
Egg Time 3, I would love to see it and I can suggest a few things-

I miss the new gadgets you get in ur hand every round like the first game.
I love the enviroments but they are just cool to look at, I would love to see some game changing or challenging different levels
like being surrounded by chickens or being far apart or something like that. For example I loved ping ponging eggs into two
buckets on the moon in the first game. I saw you used a conveyor in the tutorial, You could use that for moving chickens left
and right and stuff like that. I would love to see a third game with more levels, fun game changing challenges and much much
more. I love Egg Times addicting gameplay I came expecting something a bit more unexpected but I saw not much mechanical
game changes in the egg catching or anything like that. The game itself I think is also a lil pricey....
An endless mode would be fun where the eggs keep getting faster coming out and the number needed grows as well as less time
every round. The bomb seems easy to moneuver so I would suggest making it kill you unless you put it in the water bucket, or
destroying all eggs. I love the concept of the golden chicks hidden in each level. I went back and found all of them and I must
say it was quite fun. I didnt get the acheivment tho and got all seven but the board says I got only 6\/7. If you have any
suggestions on what to do or if you need to fix this Id apreciate it. I love ur games guys keep it up. I expected more from this
game however. I hope you mix it up a bit more next time. I also think the "Test Your Aim" can kill the flow of the gameplay a
bit. It also gave only points and plus 1 time but was however kinda fun but can be exploited as well. Love you guys <3 :) P.S, I
hope you have time to respond to me like last time.. Poland is space♥♥♥♥♥♥. Polygod is a FPS Roguelike that plays like a
mixture of Quake and Dark Forces where the gameworlds are procedural. They're misleadingly easy at first, but once you get
passed the first boss, the heat is on. Visuals are good, game world lacks atmosphere a little bit but other than that, great little
game, still being worked on.. Reminded me of some alternate reality where Doom and Tron were the same thing. That thing is
surprisingly fun!
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